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Reluctant transformers or reconsidering opposition to climate
change mitigation? German think tanks between environmentalism
and neoliberalism
Dieter Plehwe

Berlin Social Science Center, Berlin, Germany; Department of Political Science, University of Kassel, Kassel, Germany

ABSTRACT
Germany is known as a leader in energy transition, but the country keeps
falling short of meeting stated objectives. While attention has been high on
climate change related policy leadership, the competing domestic alliances
in the field of energy transition have received scant attention. In Germany,
the strong momentum of the conversion to renewable energy has been
stalled in the second half of the 2010s. Enabled by an increasing weight of
neoliberal economic concerns, traditional energy coalitions have managed to
reshape the path of energy transition. In this article three competing
discourse coalitions are introduced to examine their constituencies and
projects in the field of energy and politics. It focuses on radical ecological
forces around the Öko-Institut, environmental modernization capacities
linked to Green Budget Germany and fossil interest groups intersecting with
neoliberal academic and partisan think tanks. As such, the article opens a
view on multiple contestations over Germany’s Energiewende.
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1. Introduction

Germany is generally considered a progressive force in climate change politics. Angela Merkel pro-
moted herself as a global leader in this field much like the preceding Christian Democratic govern-
ment of Helmut Kohl back in the 1980s and 1990s, let alone the Social-Democrat-Green Coalitions
headed by Gerhard Schröder (1998–2005). Supported by a spearheading role in important areas of
climate change mitigation – emission reduction targets in the 1990s, expansion of renewable energy
in the 2000s – the country attracted the home office of the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change in Bonn in 1994 and of the Innovation and Technology Centre of the Inter-
national Renewable Energy Agency (HQ Abu Dhabi), which was also founded in Bonn in 2009.
Germany is the third largest producer of renewable energy excluding hydropower (solar and
wind, mainly) following the much larger countries U.S. and China, and has a much larger per capita
share of renewables than the U.S and China. In terms of per capita share, Germany is trailing the
much smaller nations Iceland, Denmark and Sweden only (Renewables, 2021, p. 41).

But Germany’s climate change policy making has not been without fault and blame. As pointed
out by several authors, Germany’s practical commitments kept falling short of stated objectives.
Ambitious greenhouse gas reduction goals have been subject to backsliding and political horse
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trading to protect strong industrial interests both in the national arena and in the European Union.
Policy making has been marred by divisions between various responsible ministries and the federal
system of power sharing between federal and state level (Länder) governments. Last but not least,
corporatist traditions have enabled influence peddling by incumbent energy firms and industrial
interest groups in particular (Michaelowa, 2008, 2013; Stevenson, 2021).

The mixed record of German climate change mitigation has led one expert to characterize
Germany as a ‘climate policy giant on earthen feet’ (Michaelowa, 2013, p. 319). Germany can
thus be considered a perfect site for a case study both on ‘path dependencies’ and ‘institutional
change’ in the area of climate change mitigation. Due to the zig-zag policy around nuclear phase
out1 and dedicated support for renewables, Germany is also a good place to look for ‘critical junc-
tures’ and ‘policy change’ in the field of energy policy in particular (Stefes, 2014).

In spite of strong claims to climate leadership and renewable energy conversion, Germany sur-
prisingly is also a perfect place to study the politics of climate policy opposition and obstruction, i.e.
strategies developed and executed to prevent ambitious mitigation, to slow down climate or to
reverse policy developments considered detrimental to fossil energy and other corporate interests
(Brulle & Aronczyk, 2019; Lamb et al., 2020). In order to observe conservative and reactionary
efforts to shape climate change related policy making, a broad range of both academic and partisan
think tanks as well as NGOs and campaign organizations need to be included in the analysis in
addition to traditional (fossil) interest and corporate lobby groups. Michaelowa (2008) has shed
some light on disruptive strategies in German climate policy making, though his focus has been
on concentrated power of both industrial interests and renewable energy producers in their
parts of the energy sector. In contrast to such an approach it is important to discuss the relation-
ships between a wider range of actors and strategies involved in the continuing effort to undermine
emission reduction targets and to shape mitigation and adaptation strategies. While solar groups
were temporarily successful indeed reaping extraordinary profits from the pricing mechanism
introduced in 2000, fossil groups succeeded to remove the feed-in tariff as policy instrument of
choice, and in blocking the rise of renewables in the second half of the 2010s. In order to properly
examine the relationship between industrial policy, competitiveness concerns and the energy trans-
formation path chosen, it is important to account for a broad range of national and European, pol-
itical and discursive strategies of the climate change policy opposition rather than focusing on
market power in individual segments of the energy system.

Beyond the opposition to rapid decarbonization and energy transformation narrowly conceived,
the business minded coalitions face the more fundamental challenge of the ‘energy democracy’move-
ment. This ecological ‘discourse coalition’ (Hajer, 1993) has been fundamentally critical to corporate
and financialized capitalism and the consumerist growth regime. The coalition rose during the fight
against nuclear energy production to advance an alternative economic approach in which the poten-
tial of decentralized renewables plays a major role (Morris & Jungjohann, 2016). In between the two
camps that are diametrically opposed – corporate fossil conservatism versus overlapping movements
of energy democracy, radical ecology, climate justice and ‘degrowth’ – we can trace the emergence of
a new version of economic modernization under the label of an ‘ecological social market economy’.
This cross-party coalition plays a mediating role in Germany and elsewhere. With climate denialism
thoroughly discredited, climate change policy obstruction needs to strategically advocate for a pos-
ition between status quo protection and reformism (greener capitalism) in order to keep the more
fundamental opposition to fossil capitalism at bay, and to secure longer transition periods. The pol-
itical struggles over the transformation pathway are also struggles over the orientation and meaning
of the sub-discipline of environmental economics as we shall see.
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In order to situate contemporary struggles in the German climate and energy political field it is
necessary to link energy conflicts to broader dimensions of international political economy, social
geography, material infrastructures and power relations (Moss & Gailing, 2016). Geels (2014) has
rightly called for greater attention to politics and power in the often technical and innovation-
minded debate on energy transition. It is crucial to develop a conflict theoretical focus on policy
related knowledge, ideas and discourse, because agents and agencies need to cognitively relate to
each other to interpret interest positions, and because discourse coalitions influence policy and dis-
course in ways that work beyond economic interest positions narrowly conceived. Political and
intellectual entrepreneurship in conjunction with particular interests group dynamics is not only
relevant to explain institutional change and political dynamics (Becker, Beveridge, & Röhring,
2016), but also to observe resistance to reforms and policy obstruction (Bonds, 2011).

The contemporary opposition to transformative change needs to be creative in the face of new
and strong challenges to incumbent positions and dwindling support for the status quo in the face
of climate emergencies. Possibly because of the greater relevance of specialized knowledge and the
volatility of many policy fields, the supply of policy-related expertise has been increasingly exter-
nalized by economic interest groups. A wide range of policy actors can be observed employing
dedicated consulting firms and think tanks, sometimes as well as in-house experts, to strategically
advance their interests. The growing number and diversity of academic and partisan think tanks in
particular that are involved in struggles over energy transition and the climate change-related trans-
formation process, exemplifies this trend.

I focus on think tanks and related campaign organizations both in terms of organizations and
functions dedicated to policy related research, consulting and publicity. While focusing on con-
tested policy expertise it is important to recognize that neither think tanks nor academic research
institutes exist in isolation of a range of (political, economic, academic etc.) interests that come into
play in policy related research in one way or another and need to be taken into account (Medvetz,
2012; Stone, 2007). Academic independence and quality can therefore be best enhanced by way of
consideration and recognition of dependencies and biases of policy knowledge in addition to evi-
dence base, academic rigour or methodological prowess. Think Tanks (and related organizations/
networks) in any case are in the following analyzed according to bottom up ‘logics of constituen-
cies’ (academic, partisan orientations, funders etc.) and top down or sideway ‘logics of influence’
(political expectations, contracting customers, competing forces etc.) in adaptation of Schmitter
and Streeck’s (1999) approach to study interest groups. While interest groups have ‘membership
logics’, few think tanks have a relevant membership base like the Öko-Institut or Green Budget
Germany discussed below. But all think tanks do have constituencies like funders and supporters,
public and/or private, staff members etc. involved in relevant networks. Much like interest groups,
think tanks operate in a social space subject to external pressure enabling or disabling research pro-
jects and selectivity in terms of approaches and orientations, and to pressures emanating from com-
peting alliances. Both academic and partisan think tanks are therefore ideal to study both key
concepts and relevant actor relations that eventually come to define larger discourse coalitions
(compare Plehwe, 2015). The dynamics between such groups and coalitions is critical for policy
in particular in circumstances of strong contestations. We will therefore turn our attention to
them in the effort to better understand and explain the ambiguities of the ‘Energiewende’ in
Germany (and the European Union).

We need to first examine the rise of the anti-nuclear and broader environmental movement in
Germany. One of the important organizations created in militant protest was the Öko-Institut in
Freiburg, which published the original Energiewende proposals. The institute combined outsiders
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from the mainstream Social Democratic Party with radical social movement forces together con-
stituting the radical wing of the ecological social movement (Section 2). We need to secondly exam-
ine new efforts to advance agendas for ecological economic modernization and environmental
economics, which subsequently gained traction in the German policy field. The centrist reconfi-
guration of the Green Party during the 1980s enabled the founding of the bipartisan Forum for
the Ecological Social Market Economy, which advanced a model Green Budget for Germany in
the 1990s (Section 3). Last but not least it is necessary to examine the even more recent efforts
to fight back against Energiewende and renewable energy in particular. This struggle has been
advanced with the help of dedicated energy experts and neoliberal economists. Their perspectives
have been disseminated widely through academic and partisan think tanks and related (lobby) net-
works (Section 4). The current stop and go conundrum in solar and wind energy has been a result
of the dynamic interplay of forces within this triangle of energy political discourse coalitions and
their underlying economic and social constituencies within the broader context of the emerging
European ‘Green Deal’. The confluence of fossil interests (both electricity producers and large
energy customers), competitiveness concerns and the influence of neoliberal (energy) economists
has been able to stall the advance of renewable energy transition in the one area in which Germany
had excelled in the new millennium: electricity generated from renewable sources (wind and solar
in particular).

2. Green policy think tanks: the Öko Institute and the origins of the Energiewende

The emergence of extraordinarily novel, far-reaching, comprehensive and radical policy ideas
under the Energiewende is surprising and needs explaining in the face of path dependencies, vested
interests and bureaucratic inertia (Rüb, 2014). Explanations that rely primarily on moments of cri-
sis, external shock and windows of opportunity (such as presented by the Fukushima nuclear acci-
dent in 2011 in the energy political field) cannot explain the origins and the development of
alternative ideas, concepts and necessary expertise needed to create a new path and to promote
a new policy development. The backdrop of Germany’s energy transition has much to do with
the post-war energy system ‘status quo’ before the battles of the 1970s, of relying mainly on dom-
estic coal-based electricity generation and regional (regulated) private distribution monopolies that
were closely intertwined with both public and private producers and public municipal services. The
centralized energy monopoly structure had been reinforced by the increasing reliance on nuclear
energy, which also led the electricity debate far beyond energy concerns to include questions of
international and domestic security, military infrastructures and public health and safety concerns.
The post-war energy system was stable due to multi-partisan political support backed by business
groups and labour unions. But the energy coalition ran into deep trouble in the course of the 1970s
when a rapidly growing social movement started to attack nuclear power and pollution from coal-
fired plants. The ensuing struggles against nuclear energy and other hazards related to energy pro-
duction and consumption led to new conceptual developments in the field of ecology (Hirschl &
Vogelpohl, 2019), and to new contention over energy policy.

Regarding environmental politics, progressive think tanks were highly relevant in (a) (re-)devel-
oping an ecological understanding of the world after the Second World War due to grave conse-
quences of rapid industrialization, mass production and consumption under Fordism, in (b)
promoting the new environmental movement and in (c) configuring the emerging environment
and climate policy field since the 1970s. Surprisingly, existing histories of environmental politics
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in Germany and the European Union have nevertheless been silent about the role of think tanks
(Böcher & Töller, 2011; Meyer, 2011).

Contrary to the establishment think tanks like Resources for the Future (RFF) in Washington,
DC, or Barbara Ward’s International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED) in
London, which grew out of the political mainstream (Strong, 2000, pp. 252–259; Engfeldt, 2009,
p. 50), Germany’s first environmental think tank was set up in the midst of intense social struggle.
The Öko-Institut in Freiburg much like major environmental and peace movement organizations
such as Friends of the Earth or Greenpeace was born during environmental policy battles of the
1970s. Most prominent was the fight against nuclear bomb testing and nuclear power plant con-
struction involving both the development of new political strategies like civil disobedience and a
new politics of counter-expertise. The former became the mainstay of social activism of organiz-
ations like Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth or Robin Wood. The politics of counter-expertise
led directly to the establishment of green/environmental (movement) think tanks (McCormick,
1989).

Germany’s Öko-Institut in Freiburg was set up to support activism against the construction of a
nuclear power plant in Whyl on the French-German border (Rucht, 1980). Activists needed exper-
tise to support their case in the courtroom and critical scholars speaking out against nuclear energy
needed a supportive institution for their academic work because they were subject to marginaliza-
tion in the universities. To this day, the Öko-Institut in Freiburg is one of the few think tanks with a
strong membership base due to its roots in the social movement, which provides a degree of inde-
pendence from the funding agencies and contract research on which it mainly relies. The line
between the two types of civil society organizations, the NGO and Think Tank, in fact are blurred
with NGOs engaging frequently in investigative research and publishing findings in reports not so
different from movement think tanks. Vice versa, the role of ecologically partisan think tanks in
support of movement activists resembles many of the NGO activities (Spangenberg, 2012). But
the two are distinct in terms of perspective: the growth of the organizational format of the think
tank can be explained by the specific requirements of short, medium- and longer-term research
efforts related to policy making compared to the quicker and generally media and policy atten-
tion-oriented pace of campaigning.

Due to the focus on research and opportunities for both policy-related and academic studies,
think tanks gained a particular role in developing and shaping important conceptual frameworks
that can be found guiding (environmental) policymaking to this day (Smith, 1991; Fischer, 1993).
Regardless of the inevitably political character of knowledge, research and science conducted in
think tanks has been capable of mustering greater recognition and legitimacy than the work con-
ducted by other advocacy organizations. Independent from the more or less legitimate truth claims
(scientific reliability, evidence-based research and ‘objectivity’), think tanks and researchers work-
ing in such organizations acquire a role of intellectual and conceptual entrepreneurship beyond
immediate research and consulting services to specific causes. Think tanks have become critical
organizations for the development of popular short cut explanations of troublesome phenomena
(e.g. trees dying due to acid rain), or story lines (Saloma, 1984).

The founding statement of the Öko-Institut in 1977 relates the dramatic consequences of the
ongoing destruction of the environment and the failure of the state in this regard, but it also empha-
sized the positive role of the judiciary in Germany. The institute wanted to establish an independent
and critical research unit to offer a decisive instrument at the service of self-responsible citizens
(Roose, 2002). Key constituencies of the Öko-Institut included value-conservative and to a certain
degree industry-critical Social Democrats like Erhard Eppler and the centrist opposition to nuclear
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energy, many of them church going people. Among the activists a broad coalition ranged from
moderate and even conservative environmentalists to members of Germany’s marginal Communist
party, and activists in the local, German and transnational struggle against nuclear power plants.
Last but not least a small community of critical academics needs to be mentioned that looked
for a more favourable environment for their research (Roose, 2002). Institutional logics relevant
to the work of the Öko-Institut instead refer to top down and sideway influences on the organiz-
ation, among which the courts and the domestic security apparatus originally played a major role
before they were superseded by German and European ministries and other contractors offering
ever increasing funds for dedicated environmental policy research.

In addition to the early research related to the fight against nuclear energy, the Öko-Institut
established work lines related to chemicals, genetics, material flow (waste management and recy-
cling), transport and environmental law. In addition to the original location in Freiburg, offices
have been opened in Darmstadt (near Frankfurt am Main in Hessen) and later in Berlin. Partly
shedding its ecological radicalism, the Öko-Institut has become a major contract research organ-
ization for public and private contractors. Originally highly critical towards the private sector in
particular, the institute now considers itself a partner of industry and government rather than
an element of the radical opposition (Scheytt, 2007). This is partly due to the mutual effort of recon-
ciliation between the environmental movement and corporate management interests (Weidner,
1996). Although the Öko-Institut was certainly a part of the progressive wing of the fledgling
Green party movement of the late 1970s and early 1980s, many of the agendas it helped to promote
moved quickly from the margins to the mainstream of the political and managerial class. Generat-
ing key concepts for a new political era driven by growing concerns over global warming in the
course of the 1980s, species extinction and related problems of new inequalities, mass migration
and war contributed strongly to the mainstreaming of Öko-Institut content. Becoming part of
the new mainstream, however, did not mean becoming uncontroversial.

Turning to the field of energy, it was the Öko-Institut that came up with the visionary concept of
‘Energiewende’ (Krause, Bossel, & Müller-Reißmann, 1980). The authors were first anticipating a
decoupling of economic development and energy consumption. The Energiewende book relied to a
certain degree on the work of the American physicist Amory B. Lovins who developed ideas for a
turn towards soft energy supply in the United States (Lovins, 1976/1977). The German authors
deconstructed the nuclear energy narrative according to which there was no alternative to oil
and uranium to close the energy gap and to sustain growth and employment of an industrialized
nation like Germany. To the contrary, the book showed the limited supply of both uranium and oil
(‘peak oil’) that would necessitate alternative energy sources regardless of the other good reasons to
give up nuclear energy in particular. Interestingly, the book did not yet develop a full anti-fossil
energy concept and projected a continuing reliance on coal, which still was a significant domestic
economic sector in Germany at the time. Both the growing concern with global warming and the
limited relevance of German coal mining quickly led to the modification of the original perspective.
The much more damaging impact of East German lignite added additional urgency to coal phase-
out after unification, although local populations mobilize resistance in the affected regions, includ-
ing forces from the far-right party Alternative für Deutschland (Morton &Müller, 2016). Historical
modifications notwithstanding, ‘Energiewende’ was the first daring proposal to significantly shift
Germany’s energy system and to advance a model dedicated to comprehensive policy change
including systematic support for renewable energy and public policy planning instruments such
as subsidies for energy conversion and prize guarantees (feed in tariffs). The energy experts of
the Öko-Institut in this way also ushered in a new era of ecological economics.
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The rise of radical ecological think tank and NGO networks in the 1970s in any case led to a
lasting transformation of the political party spectrum of Germany, supporting and sustaining
the rise to the sprawling Green Party movement. The integration of the Greens into the political
system in turn had a strong influence on the emergence of a second category, of mainstream
environmental think tank.

3. The rise of environmental policy think tanks: ecological tax reform and the
advance of (neoliberal) environmental economics

Compared to the bottom up logics of civil resistance behind early radical ecological think tanks and
social movement NGOs, a second group of environmental think tanks have been founded already
with an eye to playing an important part in the institutional evolution of the environmental policy
field at national and international levels. The critical role of the multi-country Institute for Euro-
pean Environmental Politics (IEEP) is a good example. The organization was founded by the Ger-
man refugee Konrad von Moltke, son of one of the officers killed by the Nazis after the failed
attempt on Hitler’s life in 1944.2 Konrad von Moltke returned to Germany via the Netherlands,
and originally helped from there to build European and transatlantic research and communication
channels needed to develop the European and global (United Nations-centred) environmental pol-
icy field (backed by the Dutch royal Prince Bernhard and the European Cultural Foundation). Fol-
lowing the IEEP, the Wuppertal Institute and the Ecologic Institute in Berlin have continued the
national, pan-European and transatlantic effort envisioned by Konrad von Moltke with networks
stretching from Germany to Brussels and Washington, DC. In the UK, the New Economics Foun-
dation played a similar role, in Scandinavia the Stockholm Environment Institute, and so forth. The
ecological movements in the streets were complemented by a new transnational environmental pol-
icy elite (Plehwe, 2012).

The proliferation of mainstream environmental research institutes followed the institutionaliza-
tion of the policy field from the late 1970s onwards. Contrary to established policy fields, environ-
mental policy research started outside of universities and government research facilities in many
countries. Both the interdisciplinary character and the private civil society-based roots set a pre-
cedent for the subsequent outsourcing of government research and the rise of public-private gov-
ernance in research and policy making more generally, which of course became a hallmark of the
neoliberal age.3 Environmental studies in this way was novel both with regard to the interdisciplin-
ary character and with regard to the organizational format of the private European policy think
tank contracting from government agencies at national and international levels.

Policy-related think tank research functions at the same time do not necessarily require a single
organizational shell. Consider the crucial (MIT) study of Meadows et al. ‘The Limits to Growth’
from 1972. It was ordered by members of the Club of Rome many of whom were closely related
to the OECD Committee on Science and Technology Policy. The science and political strategy
of the Club of Rome, which had been founded in 1968, was eventually reinforced by the German
Volkswagen foundation, a major research funding organization independent from the car manu-
facturer, which financed the forecasting study in an effort to assist launching a global debate
(Schmelzer, 2012, Bernstein, 2001).

According to Nowotny et al. (2001) a new approach to better integrate science and society has
generated good results, generally. Commercialization and increasing pluralism are seen to over-
come the longstanding problem of scientific efforts being geared primarily to scientific communi-
cation (from ivory tower to ivory tower). Considering the contributions of ecological and
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environmental policy think tanks one is inclined to endorse the juxtaposition of a new mode of
science to the traditional world of more exclusive academia. The old mode has been ‘superseded
by a new paradigm of knowledge production (Mode II), which was socially distributed, application
oriented, trans-disciplinary, and subject to multiple accountabilities’ (Nowotny et al., 2003, p. 179).
But the closer entanglement with the political and the commercial fields of think tank related activi-
ties (Medvetz, 2012) needs to be taken with a grain of salt. If and how and to what end the array of
policy expertise is brought to bear to exert influence on the policy process needs to be subject to
empirical investigation.

For the purpose of explaining the complications of German energy transition one think tank of
the new category discussed here can be considered crucial. In 1994, a cross-party coalition of poli-
ticians (CDU, CSU, SPD, Greens) together with forward looking individuals from the corporate
sector (like Deutsche Bank chief economist Norbert Walter) founded the association for ecological
tax reform (Förderverein ökologische Steuerreform, FÖS), which promoted an increase of taxes on
fossil energy sources to be compensated by a reduction of levies on labour. The principal ideas came
from the work of the Swiss environmental economist Hans Christoph Binswanger who was among
the active scholars of the FÖS. Post-unification Germany was still marked by high levels of unem-
ployment. The politicians and business people active in this group, across the Green, Social Demo-
cratic and Christian Democratic party spectrum, therefore aimed at reconciling environmental and
economic (employment in particular) policy making. The goal was to create a win-win constella-
tion to unite ecological, economic and social policy goals rather than pitting environmental and
economic policy objectives against each other.

The core idea of the new 300-member Think Tank eventually was turned into the political pro-
gramme of the Social-Democratic-Green coalition government led by Gerhard Schröder. The gov-
ernment introduced a CO2 tax (exempting coal!) and compensated companies by way of reducing
contributions to the social security system (pensions in particular). The programme fell short of the
ambitious ecological transformation plan envisioned by the activists of the environmental policy
think tanks, but it did manage to keep ecological goals on the agenda and thereby modified the ubi-
quitous discussion of locational competitiveness in Germany to a certain extent. In addition to the
one-time hike of CO2 taxes (on Diesel and gasoil in particular), the red-green government intro-
duced the renewable energy law in conjunction with nuclear phase out, which featured fixed
feed-in tariffs for all the different sources of renewable energy.4 The renewable energy law since
has been reformed numerous times and would become the key concern of the neoliberal and fossil
interest groups of the country when the market share of renewables expanded much faster than
traditional energy producers had expected. But we will turn to this conflict below and continue
the discussion of ecological tax reform first for a moment.

Apart from the effort to reconcile ecology and micro-economic competitiveness, the move
towards ecological taxation was also the result of an application of mainstream economics to the
environmental challenge in the making since the publication of ‘Limits to Growth’ (Meadows
et al., 1972). The reaction of neoclassical economics to the Club of Rome challenge was defensive
at first. The key growth model of the neoclassical synthesis by Robert Solow did not account for
finite resource consumption, as consistent with neoclassical tradition (Walker, 2020, p. 19). But
Solow and his followers quickly developed an upbeat response: If resources become scarce, the
prices will adjust and resource use will be internalized, i.e. become a part of the economic equations
calculated in the growth model (Solow, 1973, for an overview of the discussion since see Halkos &
Psarianos, 2015). Economists would also be quick to admit that common goods (like clean air and
water) need to be brought into the market (models) since free consumption (and pollution leading
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to additional costs for producers and consumers) are ‘external’ unless priced, ideally by private con-
tract and the market mechanism, as explained by Ronald Coase in his classical critique of tra-
ditional welfare economics (Coase, 1960).

In Germany, the head of the Kiel Institute for World Economy, Herbert Giersch, was a close
friend of the MIT ‘growth man’ Robert Solow and a key protagonist of the move towards ‘endogen-
ous growth theory’ including the efforts to internalize external cost of common good consumption.
Giersch also was a towering figure of German neoliberalism and the president of the Mont Pèlerin
Society from 1986 to 1988 (Plehwe & Slobodian, 2019). The efforts Giersch and (some of) his stu-
dents to integrate the environment into economics from a neoliberal perspective developed
momentum. A key collaborator of Giersch in Kiel was Deutsche Bank’s Norbert Walter who left
Kiel for a new position at Germany’s key financial institute where he eventually advanced to
become the chief economist. Walter joined a rising star of the Green Party, Sven Giegold, and Social
Democrat and Christian Democratic MEPs to set up Förderverein ökologische Steuerreform think
tank (FÖS) to advance and apply environmental economics.

The Solow-Giersch-Walter trajectory of embracing environmental economics was both a crea-
tive approach of neoliberals to compete in the new world of increasing environmental regulation,
and a defense of the neoliberal concern with limited government regulation and market compe-
tition at the same time. Green Budget Germany played an important role in this process. ‘Each
year, it also awards a prize to someone who has been especially helpful in promoting environmental
taxation. The award is called the Adam Smith Prize’ (Morris & Jungjohann, 2016, p. 167). While the
authors are right to emphasize that Adam Smith is here invoked not to fight for lower taxes in the
field of environmental policy making, the authors also idealize German neoliberalism (ordoliber-
alism). They fail to recognize the double-edged sword of neoliberal approaches to environmental
economics and the continuing concern of neoliberal environmental economists with growth and
competitiveness in opposition to vilified ‘command and control’ regulation and public ownership.
It remains unclear in the field of neoliberal environmental economics, if the major concern is with
environmental objectives or with a defensive attitude about free markets in the face of severe (eco-
logical) challenge that may require alternative regulatory and planning approaches. While historical
German ordoliberalism has credited the state a strong role to secure a competitive market order in
contrast to the second Chicago School (Van Horn, 2009), both American and German neoliberals
are united in opposition to Keynesian planning and mixed economy ideas held to compromise
market principles (Plehwe, Forthcoming). While supporters of decentralized renewable energy pro-
duction and a larger number of competitors are keen to invoke ordoliberal ideas in support of com-
petition to legitimize energy transition, modern heirs of ordoliberal ideas have been keener to
object to regulating prizes and other command and control (read: public planning) efforts in sup-
port of renewable energy production to be discussed below.

The inclusion of key proponents of German neoliberalism in Green Budget Germany in this way
is both a success and a liability. The commitment to ecological social market economy carries the
neoliberal baggage of the original social market economy (‘third way’ to prevent socialist/public
sector led transformation) and allowed neoliberals to infuse a particular brand of economic reason-
ing in environmental policy-making, with ambiguous results. One of the applications would soon
show in the effort to cut back on the support for renewable energy in Germany, though this can by
no means be blamed on the FÖS, which remained an organization committed to advancing
environmental policy agendas in spite of the focus on environmental (market) economics. In
2008, the association was officially renamed into Forum Ökologisch-Soziale Marktwirtschaft and
became internationally known as the Think Tank ‘Green Budget Germany’. We will encounter
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Green Budget Germany again in the discussion of the prize of energy transition that has been
evoked in order to block further movement towards energy democracy.

4. ‘Free market’ environmental think tanks: confronting environmental policies
and contesting greener neoliberalism

A third group of think tanks has been directed to take up the challenge presented by both ecological
and environmental policy think tanks. This third category of explicitly neoliberal think tanks is
focused on the nexus between the (unfettered) economic growth paradigm on the one hand,
and the calls for more state regulation to protect the natural environment on the other. Pro-active
and precautionary environmentalism has been presented (inter alia by Deepak Lal, development
economist and Mont Pèlerin president from 2008 to 2010) as a hypertrophic fad of the enemies
of the market and as a part of the collectivist conspiracy against the people, a new road to totali-
tarianism, eco-dictatorship and ecological imperialism (compare Lal, 1998, chapter 6; Lal, 1997).
The latter challenge was also taken up in the debate on the ‘tragedy of the commons’ (Hardin,
1968; for a comprehensive analysis of its impacts, flaws and ideology see Clark, 2010). Students
drawing on Hardin in support of regulating the commons frequently overlook his white nationalist
ideology and racist political activism.5 Likewise rarely noticed are Hardin’s intentions in favour of
full privatization of the commons, the prerequisite for ‘Managing the Commons’ as the ‘promising’
alternative to public efforts (Baden & Hardin, 1977). The think tank activities of Hardin’s co-editor
John Baden, a member of the neoliberal Mont Pèlerin Society like Depaak Lal, are instructive with
regard to the employment of new third generation of so-called free market environmental think
tanks (Beder, 2001) like the Property and Environment Research Center (PERC) in Bozeman,
Montana (founded in 1982), or the Foundation for Research on Economics and the Environment
(FREE, founded in 1985, host of the 2004 Mont Pèlerin Society Meeting in Bozeman, Montana)
(Plehwe, 2012).

PERC and FREE are part of the neoliberal and corporate countermovement against the agenda
developed by the ecological discourse and environmental policy coalitions. In addition to PERC
and FREE, the Committee for a Constructive Tomorrow (CFACT) was founded in 1985. This cor-
porate NGO, based in Washington DC, was set up to counter the emerging climate justice move-
ment. The work of neoliberal ‘free market’ think tanks opposing the sprawling climate justice
movement and other challengers has been coordinated to a certain extent by the Atlas Economic
Research Foundation based in Virginia, US (Djelic & Mousavi, 2020). Much like the transnational
environmental policy elite of the 1970s, these neoliberal circles and corporate sponsors have formed
a transnational elite in defense of traditional (fossil) market capitalism, albeit claiming to take
environmental concerns into account (Eckersley, 1993). The resulting discourse coalition has
not been shy to utilize a wide range of approaches to defend status quo economics ranging from
climate change denial to an exclusive emphasis on property rights and market-based instruments
in environmental policy making (for see Walker, 2020 for an emphasis on fossil firms in the origins
of the neoliberal networks). In Germany much like in the United States and elsewhere, members of
the Atlas network include think tanks involved in spreading denial messages and think tanks that
do not deny climate change, but aim at preventing ambitious mitigation strategies held to under-
mine free markets and sound economics.

CFACT has long since its founding in the United States developed a European representation.
The European subsidiary of CFACT was founded by the German citizen Holger Thuss in 2004 who
was also the founder of the European Institut für Klima und Energie (EIKE, founded in 2007 in
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Jena, Germany). Eike has developed into the most active European think tank dedicated to
obstructing climate policy, yearly posting hundreds of articles in opposition to climate and energy
policies developed in Germany, Europe and in the UN context (Almiron et al., 2020). Eike’s work
was boosted by the rise of Germany’s new right-wing political party Alternative für Deutschland
(AFD), which entered both German and European parliaments from 2015. AFD was founded by
social conservative and neoliberal economists and is the only party that denies climate change
and the need to keep warming below 1.5 degrees. The party thus speaks to the 10–20% of German
voters who are not sure about existence and causes of global warming. Stagnating at about 10–12%
in election surveys, the new right-wing party is a minor force, but is firmly established in the
Germany political spectrum. Beyond denial messages, both AFD and EIKE have a strong track
record of objecting to the energy transition and renewables, and instead call for a revival of nuclear
energy production. Both CFACT and the German Institut für Unternehmerische Freiheit, EIKE’s
partner in organizing Germany climate conferences featuring a wide range of denial experts, belong
to the Atlas network, though EIKE itself has not been affiliated.6

Climate denial is also supported by small fringe groups of the German mainstream parties, and
at times the AFD/EIKE opposition to energy transition links-up with conservative economic policy
forces within the Christian and Social Democratic party. The overlapping constituencies include
workers who are adversely affected by the plans to exit coal mining and workers who fear job losses
in the German car industry due to the rise of e-mobility, for example (Dörre et al., 2020). But the
pro-active forces that overlap with EIKE in the climate and energy political field are not only or
even mainly working class related. There are also important corporate partners in the right-wing
discourse coalition for a different energy transition primarily in support of ‘energy security’ and
‘locational competitiveness’, including the fossil energy producers and large industrial energy cus-
tomers, as discussed earlier (Michaelowa, 2008, 2013; Stevenson, 2021).

German firms and business associations have been very outspoken in the lobbying controversies
around emissions trading. German utilities and industrial firms at first opposed the introduction of
European emissions trading in favour of non-binding voluntary commitments to CO2 reductions.
When it became clear that the German government would not be able to block the introduction of
the European ETS, German corporations started to reluctantly embrace emissions trading in order
to shape the emerging regime to their advantage (Corbach, 2016). In contrast to direct business
activism with regard to European emission trading, firms and trade groups have taken a lower
profile in the public controversies around renewables, leaving the field to energy economists,
think tanks and campaign organizations.7 Attacks against the highly successful German renewable
energy law and the feed-in tariff were stepped-up in the second half of the first decade of the 2000s
and have been reinforced after the failure of nuclear revival efforts following the Fukushima acci-
dent. Utilities and fossil energy producers for the first time in history were losing money and were
starting to shed jobs in Germany and across Europe. Together with industrial customers and energy
economists, ‘grey’ energy trade groups advocated for alternative proposals such as capacity markets
and quota models (Haas, 2017, pp. 186–187). These efforts to delay if not derail the Energiewende
have taken a number of additional routes, all urging incremental solutions, claiming violations of
established rules and emphasizing downsides of the wider energy transformation agenda (compare
Lamb et al., 2020 on delay strategies).

A particular European road was taken by the experts of the Center for European Policy in Frei-
burg (CEP, founded in 2006), an ambitious policy think tank that examines all pieces of European
communication and legislation considered relevant to advise constituencies, customers and target
audiences on policy issues from a principled neoliberal perspective. CEP did a first analysis of EU
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plans in support of renewables in 2007 advising against the measures.8 According to CEP, manda-
tory goals for a 20% share of renewable energy by 2020 amount to ‘downright central planning’.9

Subsequently, CEP research emphasized contradictions between the stipulations of the German
renewable energy law and EU stipulations (Bonn et al., 2014). The study’s timing coincided with
the European Commission’s (EC) case against Germany regarding EEG mechanisms exempting
large energy users from cost-sharing for renewables development. These mechanisms were
classified as ‘state aid’ by the Commission. The ECJ ultimately ruled in favour of the German
law in 2019 on technical grounds because the redistribution regime from small to large energy cus-
tomers did not involve direct public spending, but the court case and the argumentation from the
CEP experts helped create uncertainty around the renewable energy law and in particular the pro-
vision of a feed-in tariff to encourage renewable energy take-up. The prospect of a possible EU
determination requiring the repayment of electricity bill savings arising from the feed-in tariff cer-
tainly unnerved the industrial customers who had only grudgingly supported the renewable strat-
egy. This role of the CEP effectively as a legal service think tank dedicated to eroding confidence in
the energy transformation has so far been neglected in European lobby studies (Günaydin &
Plehwe, 2020).

Additional campaigns against the renewable energy law were launched by the Initiative for a
New Social Market Economy (INSM, founded in 2000). This campaign organization was set up
by the metal employers industry federation in support of neoliberal reforms of the German welfare
state and runs on a substantial yearly budget of €7–8 million. INSM attacked the high cost of the
alleged ‘subsidies’ for renewables (INSM, 2012) and advocated switching to a quota model for
renewables that was also proposed by the RWI Institute in Essen, a high-end Leibniz-Society
research facility (see below). Other government advisory bodies came out in support of switching
to the quota model, notably the Monopolies Commission (Monopolkommission, 2013) and the
German Council of Economic Experts (Sachverständigenrat, 2014). Last but not least the Think
Tank of the German Industry Associations, Institut der deutschen Wirtschaft (IW with offices in
Köln and Berlin) published similar positions, which cannot come as a surprise since the IW is
the official consultant of the campaign organization INSM. The German feed-in tariff of course
had proved to be much more effective than the quota system implemented in UK or Sweden,
for example. The feed-in tariff provided a secure investment climate not only for the production
of electricity, but also upstream for the producers of machines and equipment. While critics of
the feed-in tariff decried the lack of competition due to the regulation of prices (quite common
in the traditional fossil energy market), the regime can be considered to acknowledge ordoliberal
ideas pertaining to state efforts to ensure a competitive market: it has been successful in creating
new forms of local competition for renewable energy in what had been a highly centralized oligo-
polistic fossil fuel energy market. Secure returns, put in place through the feed-in tariff, helped sup-
port the emerging renewable energy market, creating a more equal playing field for a very diverse
group of competitors. Despite this, spurious (and self-interested) claims that price fixing was
necessarily anti-competitive, made by the dominant incumbent firms and their allies in academic
and think tank circles, were effective in shaking confidence, and slowing down the growth of
renewables.

The role played by the academic research institute RWI is particularly worrying. With the estab-
lishment of its ‘Environment and Energy’ department, under the leadership of Manuel Frondel, the
RWI allowed this energy economist to launch a campaign against the renewable energy law and the
feed-in tariff. Between 2006 and 2011, the institute published at least seven studies, which discussed
the alleged inefficiency of renewables and state support. In 2010, Frondel presented an RWI study
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calculating the cost of supporting renewables at 64 billion Euros, for example, whilst failing to
account for the benefit of falling electricity prices with the rising share of renewables, and other
aspects.10

Arguably the biggest flaw in the RWI study was the failure to mention the sponsor of the study,
the U.S. Institute for Energy Research (IER), which is a climate change denial think tank funded by
oil and coal corporations including the Koch family. The link was uncovered by German TV format
Monitor in 2010 (Kemfert 2013, p. 83). This scandal did not have a negative impact on Frondel’s
academic career as an economist and energy expert, however. He continues to work jointly with the
industry campaign organization INSM, lately weighing-in for emission trading and against CO2

taxes, for example.11 While organizations like RWI and INSM generally keep their distance from
the local climate denial think tank in Germany, the EIKE, the transnational obstruction strategy
has clearly been effective in recruiting reputable neoliberal academics in institutes like RWI
where it is important to defend the status quo against the Energiewende and wider pressures for
Energy Democracy.

Emphasizing the allegedly high cost of the feed-in tariff and the resulting burden for the average
German citizen (6.5 cents per kwh in 2021) was another cornerstone in the campaign against the
feed-in tariff. In 2013, preceding the 2014 EEG reform that got dismantled the feed-in tariff, Ger-
many’s economics minister Peter Altmaier jumped on the ‘energy poverty’ bandwagon, publishing
fantasy numbers of the future cost of continuing the feed-in tariff. With this the neo-liberal cam-
paign against the feed-in tariff entered the field of propaganda: Green Budget Germany was one of
the organizations that revealed that in fact there was no study supporting the figures that were cited
by the campaign organizations and the minister (Morris & Jungjohann, 2016, p. 366). Both the CEP
in Freiburg and the corporate campaign organization INSM are part of the global Atlas network.
While not dedicating efforts to global warming denial, the evidence of opposition to ambitious
mitigation efforts in the name of competitiveness and efficient policy making is overwhelming.

Ending the feed-in tariff in 2014 led to the decline in the growth rate of solar and wind energy
production in Germany. The simultaneous introduction of new rules for wind turbines, including
requirements for them to be distanced from settlements, added additional regulatory constraints on
the expansion of renewable energy. In 2019 the German Coal Commission decided that all German
coal-fired plants should close by 2038 (which itself unlikely to be compatible with the Paris agree-
ment). Yet the following year a brand-new 1.1 GW coal fired power station went online in Datteln,
maintaining coal emissions for decades.

While it has been impossible to stop the energy transition, industry interests and neoliberal allies
have succeeded in delaying the expansion of renewables and the phasing out of fossil fuels. Shaping
the process in this way, effectively to lengthen the transition period, is critically important from the
perspective of the incumbent firms. Blocking the rise of decentralized renewable production,
onshore wind and solar in particular, restrains the threat of sources of competition, while capi-
tal-intensive renewables energy production especially in the form of offshore wind parks, can be
developed by the incumbent energy sector firms. To close the circle, opposition to onshore wind
energy has been mobilized by EIKE and AFD constituencies in conjunction with conservative
environmental groups and front groups funded by commercial interests (Redelfs, 2021; Kwas-
niewski, 2021). The preferred neoliberal energy ‘transition’ stalls distributed renewable energy, pro-
longs fossil fuels where possible, and (re)captures energy markets for the utility-scale renewables
run by the existing energy corporates.

A key aspect of the strategy is the turn towards neoliberal environmental economics and market
instruments. It has already been mentioned briefly that energy economist Frondel of RWI
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supported the INSM campaign in favour of emission trading and in opposition to CO2 taxes, which
are both economic instruments. CO2 taxes of course have a more direct impact by clearly adding a
government-calculated price tag to CO2 emissions, whereas emission trading produces a much
more uncertain outcome in terms of pricing and emissions reduction. Of course, the government
has a strong interest in policy that is most likely to deliver emissions reduction, not least as
reduction targets are set by the state. This ultimately explains the government’s preference for a
tax-based carbon pricing system price rather than the trading mechanism. In contrast, emissions
trading is strongly preferred by industrial interests as a ‘market’mechanism that will minimize car-
bon prices. Within the European Emissions Trading System energy corporates were able keep the
carbon price low (and ineffective) by using the free certificates given to incumbent emitters, and
through many other means of negating the market instrument (including international offsets,
joint implementation etc., compare Gilbertson & Reyes, 2010, 55f.).

Most important for the discussion of the renewable energy law, economists have argued that
there is no longer a need for a dedicated regime in support of energy conversion since emission
trading allegedly takes care of all the necessary transformation processes. The renewable energy
law is held to be superfluous and even counterproductive since it interferes with the ‘market’,
for instance by effectively lowering the price for CO2 certificates (Frondel & Schmidt, 2006). In
making this argument, our RWI authors omitted the fact that CO2 reductions achieved through
the EEG regime were reduced from the overall CO2 budget to take care of such perverse effects
and to secure the effectiveness of the regime (Kemfert & Diekmann, 2009).

5. Conclusions: status quo ante and preparing for the next stage of energy
conversion

This chapter focused on three different categories of think tanks and related discourse coalitions to
examine and explain the present conundrum of German energy transition and climate politics:
Energiewende introduced by the Öko-Institut, environmental modernization promoted by
Green Budget Germany and neoliberal ‘environmental’ economics exemplified by CEP in Freiburg
and the employer campaign organizations INSM, for example. Germany is rich in all three seg-
ments of think tanks, ecological, environmental modernization and neoliberal economic
approaches to environmental questions, which all link competing varieties of academic expertise,
communication and policy capacities, and interest and advocacy groups. Although Germany was
early to introduce new ideas and policy proposals in support of the transition to renewable energy
and energy democracy through think tanks and citizen movements, the rise in the share of renew-
ables has been slowed in the 2010s and the trajectory of Energiewende has been stalled. As argued
here, the project has been derailed by a combination of moderate and reactionary influences
emphasizing economic competitiveness concerns. While climate denial efforts by organizations
like EIKE play a role in the far-right spectrum of German politics mostly, the mobilization of neo-
liberal perspectives to curtail regulatory approaches like the feed-in-tariff proved successful to stall
the expansion of renewables in the second half of the 2010s. The article illustrates the capacity of the
neoliberal brand of ‘environmental’ economics and think tanks that aim at aligning neoliberal con-
cerns with competitiveness and environmental policy demands. These efforts play out to subordi-
nate ecological goals to economic goals, competition and growth. While ecological modernization
strategies advanced by organizations like Green Budget Germany place a much stronger emphasis
on environmental policy goals and can still be considered to be in conversation with more radical
ecological reform movements, neoliberal environmental economics has nevertheless become a
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dominant discourse utilized to delay the exit from fossil fuels and to block the movement towards
decentralized energy production. It appears to be critical for the future of environmental economics
to more clearly distinguish between genuine environmental economics and economics only nom-
inally concerned with environmental policy goals. The claims of economists to have the one and
only ‘silver bullet’ approach to deal with environmental concerns in any case needs to be soundly
rejected in support of a spirit of trans- and interdisciplinary collaboration concerning ecological
needs with economic concerns being just one of many rather than claiming the hierarchical top.
Future research on the ecological modernization projects like the European Green Deal needs to
address the limits of European competition and state aid policy, for example, in order to enable
a wider range of policy options to enable ambitious mitigation and energy democracy.

Notes

1. The Social-Democrat Green Coalition terminated the end of nuclear energy in 2000 in conjunction
with the commitment to rapidly expand renewable energy, but the Christian-Democrat-Liberal
coalition government reversed the decision in 2010. The Fukushima meltdown eventually led chancel-
lor Merkel to reconsider the extension of nuclear energy production returning to the original phaseout
schedule (Radkau & Hahn, 2013).

2. Konrad’s father Helmuth James Graf von Moltke was a member of the Kreisauer Kreis behind the failed
coup. His mother Freya escaped to South Africa with her children and later moved to the United States.
Konrad’s history and work is recalled by the German Ecologic Institute, which was inspired by the work
of von Moltke (see https://www.ecologic.eu/1401).

3. As confirmed in interviews with founder of Ecologic, R. Andreas Kraemer, and with Udo Ernst Simo-
nis, former director of environmental policy research unit at the Berlin Social Science Center, con-
ducted by the author

4. An overview of the record of the two red-green coalition governments in the environmental policy field
is provided here: https://www.upi-institut.de/bilanz.htm (last accessed 14 May 2021).

5. An excellent review of the two sides of Hardin’s writing has been provided by the Southern Poverty Law
Center: https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/individual/garrett-hardin, last accessed
26 October 2021.

6. Atlas has removed its detailed directory from the website (https://www.atlasnetwork.org/partners), but
information can be retrieved up to Spring 2017 via achrive.org.

7. All the firms and business associations were involved in multi-level lobbying strategies within the insti-
tutions. Compare Ydersbond (2012) for details of the ‘economic’ and the ‘renewable’ coalition and
numerous internal divisions.

8. It is unclear if and to which extent funding for CEP has been secured from fossil interest groups. A
major economic link of CEP is at evidence with the co-chair of the Council, Christoph Ehlers, who
held positions in banking and runs a legal consulting organization to support startups. The website
does not include information on funding that can be conservatively estimated in the range of €2–3
million per year for the four locations in Freiburg, Berlin, Paris and Rome (based on staff salary).

9. https://www.cep.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/cep.eu/Analysen_KOM/KOM_2006_848_Fahrplan_
erneuerbare_Energien/cepAnalyse_KOM_2006_848_Fahrplan_fuer_erneuerbare_Energien.pdf.

10. https://www.photovoltaik.eu/article-444463-30021/die-luege-vom-teuren-oekostrom-.html.
11. https://www.insm.de/insm/presse/insm-veranstaltungen/2019/fruehstuecksdialog-klima-und-

umweltpolitik.
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